Reference on operation of magnetic-impulse installation
IM4-1,8-16 produced by RPE "MITEK"
On the hoppers of car dumper VRS 2x75 JSC "Daltransugol" in the course of discharge of
open-top wagons with coal, occured sticking and freezing of material to the hoppers walls in the
autumn-winter season. The application of manual labour for hoppers cleaning led to frequent
standstills as well as additional risks for the service staff health.
In the course of several years the attempts were done for the current problem solution by
way of application the different devices and systems such as electromechanic vibrators, pneumatic
collapsing, magnetic-impulse cleaning, others. The situation got more complicated accounting for
the thickness of hoppers up to 40 mm, powerful ribbing, fitted with sheet lining. All those factors
hampered the applied equipment to carry out the task of cleaning the walls from stuck and frozen
coal.
In 2017 year the specialists of JSC "Daltransugol" made decision to use magnetic-impulse
installation IM4-1,8-16 produced by RPE "MITEK" for two hoppers under car dumpers. Quick
delivery, proper erection supervising and commissioning were the factors contributed to the
advantages of producer of current equipment. In October 2017 IM installation underwent all the
required acceptance testing in different modes including extreme ones: day-long operation under
maximum energy, coal hanging elimination after two days of coal presence inside the hoppers at the
air temperature of up to -20C and so on. After putting the installation into operation the optimal
modes of operation were chosen to effectively eliminate the coal hanging and prevent forming of
the last as well.
Magnetic-impulse installation IM4-1,8-16 set on two hoppers under car dumper operates in
automatic mode when starting conveyor. In autumn-winter season the different modes of operation
were engaged, confirmed reliable operation at maximum capacities in the course of five days.
Emergency stops and breakdowns were not fixed. The task aimed at elimination and prevention of
arching caused by sticking and freezing of coal to the walls of hoppers was successfully achieved.

